Architectural Columns, Balustrades & Millwork

The “Single Source Solution” For Fine Architectural Millwork Products
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Call 800-963-3060 with questions or for a free consultation.

The Melton Classics’ “Single Source Solution”
Welcome to your premier source for fine architectural millwork products. Melton Classics offers the industry’s most comprehensive
selection of quality architectural millwork products crafted by seasoned millwork artisans in a wide array of the finest materials available.
The experienced architectural products specialists at Melton Classics stand ready to provide you with a Single Source Solution for all your
architectural column, balustrade, cornice, moulding and millwork needs. We invite you to visit our website at www.MeltonClassics.com
for complete product information on all the fine architectural millwork products shown on these pages, plus much more. After visiting our
website, please call us at 800-963-3060 for a free consultation and quotation prepared by our experienced staff of architectural products
specialists. We look forward to providing you with the ideal selection of Melton Classics’ architectural millwork products for your project’s
design, application and budget.
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Architectural Column Designs by Melton Classics
Shown below is a representative sample of some of our more popular column designs. We offer classically authentic, contemporary,
craftsman, and custom column designs crafted in a wide array of the finest enduring materials to provide your project with the beauty,
elegance and durability of fine architectural columns by Melton Classics. For more information on our column products see our website
at www.MeltonClassics.com, or call one of our experienced Architectural Products Specialists at 800-963-3060 for a free consultation.
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DuraClassic™ - Composite Fiberglass Columns
In keeping with the Melton Classics high standard of quality and design, DuraClassic™ fiberglass composite columns are authentically
designed according to the Classical Orders of Architecture, and are meticulously crafted from durable PolyMarble composite. DuraClassic™
columns are the classically beautiful answer to your architectural column needs, and are amazingly affordably priced. DuraClassic™
columns are offered in a broad selection of round and square shaft designs with your choice of a tapered or straight shaft. They also are
available with smooth, fluted or paneled shafts, and can be crowned with your choice of 10 beautiful capital designs.
Impervious to insects and rot, DuraClassic™ columns have been designed to maintain their classic good looks even in severe climates,
high traffic areas, and high wear environments. DuraClassic™ columns are also ASTM E 84-01 fire rated. To ensure the highest level
of durability, all of our DuraClassic™ fiberglass columns are offered with capitals and bases cast from our impact resistant PolyMarble
composite. DuraClassic™ columns are designed for quick, easy installation as a load bearing column or can be factory split for use as a
decorative column cover.
Whether your project calls for an elegant porch column to enhance the beauty of your home, a high traffic school project, or a multifamily
housing project there is a beautiful DuraClassic™ architectural column that is ideal for your design, application and budget.

For more information visit

www.MeltonClassics.com
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FiberWound Classic™ Wound Fiberglass Columns
In the Melton Classics tradition of innovation, FiberWound Classic™ wound fiberglass columns combine aerospace technology
with authentic classical column designs to create one of the most durable, light weight, and economical architectural columns available.
These Classically designed columns are created with an architecturally correct entasis taper and adorned with classically proportioned
capitals and bases to provide a lifetime of classic beauty. Although FiberWound Classic™ fiberglass columns are engineered to be
load bearing columns where necessary, they may also be factory split and tabbed as column covers for simple reassembly around
structural steel. FiberWound Classic™ columns are available in twelve beautiful authentic designs. See our comprehensive website at
www.MeltonClassics.com for more information.

FiberFlute Classic™ Fluted Fiberglass Columns
Melton Classics‘ architecturally correct line of FiberFlute Classic™ fluted fiberglass columns are created with full depth ionic flutes
to create the elegant vertical shadowing effects which have enhanced the beauty of fine architecture for centuries. These durable
classically proportioned columns are load bearing, but can also be provided manufactured in halves for reassembly around structural
supports for use as column covers. Backed by a limited lifetime warranty, FiberFlute Classic™ fiberglass columns are available in an
extensive selection of classic designs, or your custom design, in diameters from 14” to 36”. For more information see our website at
www.MeltonClassics.com or call your Melton Classics Column Specialist today for a free consultation and quotation on FiberFlute
Classic™ columns.

For more information visit
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FRP Classic™ Fiberglass Column Covers
Melton Classics offers the design professional the most extensive palette of fiberglass column covers in the industry through our
extensive FRP Classic™ fiberglass column line. Our large selection of standard fiberglass column cover designs and sizes allows us to
provide your architectural column needs at a lower cost by eliminating the added expense of tooling and mold charges. However, should
you desire a custom column design the manufacture of your design is our specialty. FRP Classic™ column covers are hand crafted using
high quality fire rated polyester resins which meet stringent ASTM E84-01 flame spread and smoke requirements to provide you with the
most durable fire rated column covers available.

FiberCrete™ GFRC Columns
FiberCrete™ GFRC columns provide the design professional an economical and flexible choice for creating the substantial look and feel of
masonry columns. Cast from durable glass fiber reinforced concrete (GFRC), FiberCrete™ column covers are lighter in weight and offer
greater finish flexibility than stone or concrete, all at amazingly affordable prices. Offered standard in a paint grade finish, FiberCrete™
columns can also be cast with a stone finish to simulate limestone columns, or they can be colored to match our MeltonStone™ cast stone
window features, balustrades, and other architectural elements. Custom column designs are our specialty so please send us your plans,
we will be pleased to provide you with an economical quotation for your unique design.

For more information visit

www.MeltonClassics.com
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MarbleTex™ Synthetic Marble Columns
Our innovative MarbleTex™ maintenance-free synthetic marble columns are classically designed, and cast from our exclusive integrally
pigmented synthetic stone to provide years of classic beauty. Crafted with a fine sugar cube texture, these beautiful columns are the
industry standard for quality, durability and design. Our MarbleTex™ columns are offered in a variety of integral colors to enhance the
beauty of your project. In addition, we can custom manufacture our MarbleTex™ synthetic stone columns to your own custom color. We
also offer a large selection of MarbleTex™ prefinished balustrades to coordinate with our MarbleTex™ Columns.

MeltonStone™ Cast Stone Columns
For decades cast stone architectural columns have been incorporated into the finest architecture. Melton Classics carries on that tradition
of authenticity and enduring beauty with its line of MeltonStone™ cast stone columns. We offer a wide array of classical column styles to
give your building’s design the maintenance free beauty and elegance of architectural cast stone. Our MeltonStone™ cast stone columns
provide the look and feel of natural stone columns at a more economical price. MeltonStone™ columns are also easier to install, and more
consistent in color. Our cast stone column covers are hand crafted using our dry-tamp process to meet or exceed the stringent density
and quality standards of the Cast Stone Institute. Don’t settle for concrete columns, or precast columns cast from wet cast concrete that
will crack, and deteriorate. Insist on the enduring quality of authentic MeltonStone™ cast stone architectural columns by Melton Classics.

For more information visit
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ClassicWood™ Architectural Wood Columns
In keeping with the Classic Orders of Architecture as recorded in the late 1500’s by the renowned Renaissance architect, Vignola, Melton
Classics proudly presents its complete line of architecturally correct architectural wood columns. Available in matching round, square, or
pilaster configurations, every element of our ClassicWood™ columns, from the proportions and bowed taper (entasis) of the shaft to the
fluting and carefully sculpted detail of the capital, is specifically crafted to carry on the timeless beauty of authentic architectural columns.
In addition to authentic classical designs, we also offer contemporary designs, or your unique custom design at affordable prices.
Column shafts for exterior use are available in Clear All Heart Redwood, Western Red Cedar, pine, and a variety of other clear wood
species. Staves for column shafts are available in both solid and finger-jointed construction. For interior application, pine, poplar, maple,
mahogany, cherry, oak or virtually any commercially available wood species may be specified.

MeltonCraft™ Cellular PVC Square Columns
The millwork artisans at Melton Classics offer you a limitless selection of square column, column pedestal and newel post designs
in our MeltonCraft™ CPVC millwork line to provide the ultimate in low maintenance beauty and flexibility of design. Crafted from
AZEK CPVC panel stock, our MeltonCraft™ column covers and posts are very economical, and provide the look and feel of painted wood
with very low maintenance. MeltonCraft™ columns are offered in numerous standard designs, with smooth, fluted or paneled shaft
designs, or we can economically custom design any square column design you desire. Simple Tuscan or Craftsman column caps and bases
are just a few of the many capital and base offerings to allow you to achieve the column design you desire. For more information see
www.MeltonClassics.com.

For more information visit
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FRP Classic™ - Fiberglass Cornice
Melton Classics provides the industry’s most comprehensive selection of maintenance free and low maintenance cornice systems and
cornice mouldings crafted in fiberglass or high density polyurethane. For our complete cornice selection see www.MeltonClassics.com.
Our extensive inventory of over 200 designs of FRP Classic™ fiberglass cornice systems allow the design professional to select the ideal
cornice design without incurring expensive tooling costs. We can even combine parts of our standard profiles to meet your design needs.
FRP Classics™ fiberglass cornices are crafted in 10’ sections for ease of handling and low cost installation. Our fiberglass cornices are
also offered in a wide array of finish options. They can be manufactured to simulate stone, gel-coated in a broad selection of solid colors,
or may be crafted for application of field finishes.

Architectural Urethane™ Cornice Mouldings
Our Architectural Urethane™ polyurethane cornice moulding line includes complete multi-profile cornice systems in pre-primed
12’ or 16’ sections, as well as individual low maintenance cornice moulding components for field assembly. These light weight low
maintenance cornices are molded here in the USA from high density polyurethane, and painstakingly hand finished to ensure unmatched
crispness of detail and the finest product quality. Don’t settle for inferior Chinese mouldings. Buy quality American made Architectural
Urethane™ millwork by Melton Classics. See our website at www.MeltonClassics.com for more complete information on our extensive
cornice collections, and call one of our experienced Architectural Products Specialists at 800-963-3060 today for a free consultation and
quotation on fine cornice products by Melton Classics.

For more information visit

www.MeltonClassics.com
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Balustrades

Architectural Urethane™ Polyurethane Balustrade
Classically detailed Architectural Urethane™ balustrades provide the warmth and feel of a finely crafted wood balustrade with significant
performance and maintenance advantages. Architectural Urethane™ balustrades are an ideal low maintenance alternative to wood
railings. They have a similar density to white pine, but will not rot or deteriorate. Equally at home on the patio or porch, Architectural
Urethane™ balustrades are one of our most popular balustrades for elevated applications such as balconies or rooftops where reduced
weight is desired. All of our balustrades are made in the USA using state-of-the-art molds to ensure superior level of quality you have
come to expect from fine architectural balustrades by Melton Classics.
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MarbleTex™ Synthetic Marble Balustrades
In engineering the innovative MarbleTex™ synthetic marble balustrade systems, Melton Classics has utilized the finest state-of-theart materials to provide beautiful maintenance free balustrade designs with the substantial feel of stone with significantly reduced
weight for use in elevated applications. MarbleTex™ balustrade products are hand crafted from our innovative maintenance free
MarbleTex™ synthetic marble with integral coloration that requires no painting or sealants. MarbleTex™ synthetic marble is an integrally
pigmented marble and polymer composition which is available standard in classic white, one of our beautiful premium colors, or
your own custom color. The maintenance free beauty of MarbleTex™ balustrades is available with railings up to 20 feet in length,
radius railings, and radius stairs to add beauty and elegance to your project. For more information please visit our website at
www.MeltonClassics.com, or call one of our experienced balustrade specialists at 800-963-3060 for a free consultation and quotation.
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Balustrades

MeltonStone™ Cast Stone Balustrades
For centuries the beauty and durability of cast stone has been sought out by architects and builders alike for the creation of
classical balustrades. From gardens and porches, to balconies and stairways, cast stone balustrades have been used in fine
architecture to create drama and enduring elegance. MeltonStone™ cast stone provides a smoother and more consistent surface,
and a higher surface density than precast concrete or other wet cast products. MeltonStone™ also exceeds the specifications of the Cast
Stone Institute for quality. To create MeltonStone™ cast stone, natural stone aggregates, sand and cementitious binders are mixed in
exacting quantities to create the desired natural stone appearance. In addition to balustrades, we also offer columns and a broad
selection of elegant cast stone architectural elements for complete coordination of your architectural design.

DuraClassic™ PolyMarble Balustrades
Enduring beauty is now available at economical prices with our low maintenance DuraClassic™ balustrades. These elegant balustrades
have a substantial feel, high impact resistance and have been engineered to reduce weight for elevated applications. Low maintenance
DuraClassic™ balustrades are cast from the same durable poly/marble composite as our DuraClassic™ architectural columns and are
backed by a lifetime warranty. Our impact resistant poly/marble provides a smooth and durable paintable surface that will not spall, craze
or deteriorate, and will withstand the damaging weathering effects of harsh climates. To enhance the beauty of your project, DuraClassic™
balustrades are offered with radius railings and stairways, and railings are available up to 18 feet in length. For a durable and classically
elegant balustrade specify DuraClassic™ polymarble balustrades by Melton Classics.

For more information visit
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MeltonStone™ Cast Stone Architectural Elements
Melton Classics provides the quality conscious construction professional with an affordable and durable alternative to natural stone with
its complete line of MeltonStone™ cast stone architectural elements. MeltonStone™ is available in any color, and can look like limestone,
brownstone, blue stone, granite, slate, or marble. MeltonStone™ cast stone has a “sugar cube” like finish that looks like cut limestone
which distinguishes its appearance from the more rough and pitted finish normally associated with wet cast concrete. Due to the superior
density of MeltonStone™, it resists spalling and weathering of its surface so it retains its beautiful fine granular texture through decades
of exposure to the elements.
To add the beauty, elegance and durability of MeltonStone™ cast stone architectural elements to your project, please call one of our
Architectural Products Specialists today at 800-963-3060 for a free consultation and quotation.
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Mouldings and Millwork

Architectural Urethane™ Mouldings and Millwork
Melton Classics’ complete line of Architectural Urethane™ millwork products, provide you with a vast selection of beautiful
architectural elements to enhance the beauty of your project. Architectural Urethane™ millwork is the durable low maintenance
alternative to wood millwork, and is impervious to rot and insects. Manufactured from high density polymer with a similar density
to white pine, Architectural Urethane™ is easier to install than wood and will not rot, splinter or separate. State-of-the-art molds
allow us to provide unmatched crispness of detail and the superior level of quality you have come to expect from Melton Classics
at amazingly affordable prices. All Architectural Urethane™ millwork products are also factory double primed to reduce
installation costs. Please visit our website at www.MeltonClassics for our complete 100 plus page millwork catalog. If you don’t
see the design you desire, our artisans can reproduce literally any pattern, specification, or design upon request.

Mouldings
Cornices
Window Features
Custom Millwork
Brackets
Corbels
Dentil Blocks
Door Surrounds
Louvers

Mouldings and Cornice
Whether your project calls for a large cove, a crisply detailed egg and dart, or a massive crown
dentil and fascia combination, Melton Classics has just the right polymer moulding solution for your
project. Literally any moulding profile can be provided in our low maintenance Architectural Urethane™.
Melton Classics offers over 200 profiles in our standard collection of classic mouldings, however, custom
profiles are also available at affordable prices. We offer the broadest selection of large profiles in the
industry with combinations of profiles moulded into one piece and pre-primed to reduce installation costs.

Finials
Balls
Spires
And Much More!
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Window Features
Melton Classics offers a wide array of window features to allow the design professional to create drama and elegance for any type of project
from our large selection of standard molds. Architectural Urethane™ window features can be created to fit any window configuration.
Crossheads are available with keystones, dentil trim and banding at the customer’s request. To complete your window design, a wide
variety of pediment styles can be combined with our crossheads in sizes small enough for the smallest window and large enough for a
garage door opening. In addition, classic raised and custom window panels and paneled or louvered shutters are available to enhance any
window opening. Combining radius and elliptical casings with matching jamb casing and sills allow complete coordination of your window
design elements in pre-primed low maintenance Architectural Urethane™.

Melton Classics offers over 100 pages of balustrades, mouldings, entry surrounds, window and door crossheads, shutters, louvers,
brackets, corbels and a myriad of other beautiful millwork products crafted in our pre-primed Architectural Urethane™ millwork. The
products shown in this brochure represent but a few of the many products we offer. For a look at our complete catalog of Architectural
Urethane™ polyurethane millwork, and many more project and product photos, please visit our website at www.MeltonClassics.com. After
you have visited our website, please call one of our experienced architectural millwork specialists at 800-963-3060 for a free consultation
and quotation on our low maintenance Architectural Urethane™ millwork products for your project.

For more information visit
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For more information on all these quality products by Melton Classics, please see our website at

www.MeltonClassics.com
Architectural Columns
Composite Fiberglass Columns			
Wound Fiberglass Columns
Fiberglass Column Covers
GFRC Columns
GRG Columns					
CPVC Square Columns & Posts
Synthetic Stone Columns
Cast Stone Columns
Wood Columns
Balustrades
Polyurethane Balustrade
PolyMarble Balustrade
Synthetic Stone Balustrade
Cast Stone Balustrade
PVC Balustrade
Cornice Systems
Fiberglass Cornice
Polyurethane Cornice
Polyurethane Millwork		
Arches
Mouldings
Window Features
Crossheads
Shutters
Brackets, Corbels & Dentils
Door Surrounds
Louvers
Finials, Balls & Spires
And Much More!
Cast Stone Elements
Banding
Entry Surrounds
Pavers
Pier Caps
Wall Coping
Quoins
Sills & Watertable
Treads & Risers
Window Features
Wall Veneer
And Much More!
Custom Products:
The only limit is your imagination!

www.MeltonClassics.com
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Melton Classics is continually conducting product improvement and development and therefore reserves the right to
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